2007 ford freestar transmission

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April in Ford. Ford does not cover it - we even
bought the 75, additional warranty - got screwed on that one. April To lloydcyn. Testerday I was
accelerating onto a highway and all of a sudden my Freestar started to buck and shake like the
transmission was slipping. I stopped and checked fluids and all were ok. I started down the road
and it was rough and the tachometer was jumping all over the place. To make this story short I
got it to the dealer and they said it was two blown fuses related to the powerpoint I picked it up
today and it is runing alright, but this sure sounds like a slipping transmission to me. This is an
interesting comment. I had a little problem with my Freestar yeaterday that I truly believed was a
transmission issue but the dealer said not. See my post on this site I have the extended
warranty coverage to 80, miles, are you saying that Ford will not cover me if there is a
transmission problem? I have the same problem with my Freestar. Got it towed back to the
dealer on Wednesday. It has the check engine and the transaxle light on. I have a rental over
easter weekend and maybe longer. The van only has 48,kms on it. Ours went out at 40, miles on
an out-of-state trip. You should be fine to 80, miles. My waranty was 3 year 30, miles. How can
the consumer get screwed like this? When I bought my wife's van in Ford was offering a free ,
mile powertrain warranty as an insentive. Are you sure you don't have this powertrain
coverage? I believe this was to all it's Freestar models and I remember it was listed by all the
Ford dealer ads in my area and for quite a long time window. Here is the update. Overdrive shot
causing no gear switch. Dealer can not get van over 10 miles per hour in first gear. I am not
covered. Ford customer service called dealer and got them to waive the Bottom line. Rebuilt just
the broken pieces are fixed. Today when I go home I had a letter from the original dealership
where I got the van. Here is the quote from the letter. Our records indicate you own one of these
vehicles and our new car managers have been authorized to buy back your current vehicle.
Sorry to hear about your Freestar. Since you ahve nothing to lose, I would keep pushing to get
Ford to at least split the cost. If not, call your local tranny shop and see what they charge. It will
definitely be less. You already know how long a Ford spec transmission will last in you Freestar.
I saw your posting and wanted to ask a question. My '04 Freestar bought used from dealership
recently started emitting a high pitched whine when driving not all the time, but a lot. I took it to
the dealership and they said it was the Planateriu gears in the transmission and that this
sometimes happened. I haven't noticed any performance issues, but after seeing your posting
became concerned that my transmission is going to explode!!! Any advice? By the way, this
started happening about a month after the vehicle went out of warranty. May My planateriu
broke into pieces sending metal throughout the transmission and oil. I would get a second
opinion to see if it needs to be replaced. It cost 3, Then when I went, they had not even fixed the
front Hub and rotar recall that they said they would so I had to leave the van again. June My
Freestar has 45, Ford does not cover it. My mechanic said same thing happened to his moms
with 75, miles on it. The service mgr at our local ford says he's seen this several times before.
Obviously a big problem but is Ford doing anything to fix the problem?. I sent a letter into ford
requesting reimbursement for the new transmission. She said yes. I asked for it writing, she
said it would not be a good idea for Ford to put it in writing. I told her I needed to discuss it with
my husband. My husband called and she stated that withdraw the offer because we would not
be completely satisfied. Never heard from them again. They don't care if you never buy another
minivan from them because their sales are so low that they are discontinuing them. You have to
make it your mission to tell everyone you know, never to buy a Ford product. That really irks
me, I could buy a used or and have a better powertrain warranty than if I purchased a brand new
van :mad:. I did not say that I would not accept it. What I said was that it made me very unhappy
to have to replace the transmission at 43, miles for 3, The dealer stated it was due to an Interal
fault in the engine. I advised her that my husband would call her and when he did the next day,
the offer no longer stood. Don't get me wrong, I'd be more than unhappy, and then to top it off,
they withdraw the offer because: what's the matter? I also find it highly unlikely that an "internal
fault of the engine" caused your transmission failure, but rather a weak or poorly designed
transmission for this application. The Ford dealer invoice states that it was an internal fault in
the engine. The planitairy not sure how it is spelled broke off and the metal peices broke off and
flowed throught the engine. The planetary gear is part of the transmission, if that disintegrated,
how would that be a fault of the engine, and how would the pieces flow thru the engine? Surely,
the engine must also be damaged if pieces of a large gear are floating around inside. July What
do we do if our transmission goes? Here is my sad story Had 24, on it. The repair isnt on the
records by my VIN. What should my step be? I already called the dealer that I bought it from ,
and he has no information. Any help greatly appreciated. Did you buy this vehicle from a Ford
dealership? If so, they should be able to track the serial number for you. Also, I thought Ford

"certified" their used cars and carry a longer powertrain warranty up to 60, miles. If this was not
a ford dealership that sold you the vehicle, you are probably out of luck. The dealership that I
bought this from says that they didnt know that it had been replaced. They said there is no
record of the repair, so how do I acutally know that it is a replaced transmission. The only
warrenty that I got with the vehicle was up to 36, miles. I bought this from a dealership that has
many different brands of vehicles. I'm assuming the dealership was not an authorized FORD
dealership since you were only given the original warranty up to 36, miles. I'm finding it hard to
believe that if this is in fact a refurbished unit, it is not documented somewhere either by the
work order, VIN or part number. I don't think you have any recourse on the tranny repair but
something isn't right. If it were me, I would want to know why I have a refurbished tranny in my
vehicle and it is not documented esp. Too bad ANT14 doesn't frequent this board much. August
I own a ford freestar also. Just recently I have had the flashing light It has 53, miles on it. We
parked it and then brought it a ford dealership to be told that the transmission was burnt up and
ran without fuild. Which was not true. We have always bought ford products and been satiafied
until now. The treatment that we received as a ford owner alone was no acceptable. I am amazed
at your story and the others I have found. Please let me know if you get any satisfaction with
ford. October In the 3 weeks I have owned the car I have had to take it in 5 times for various
issues. The 3 more important being replacement of the ABS Module and power switch,
replacement of the HVAC case assembly and more importantly a blown out transmission. They
have told me they replaced the torque converter and a shaft in the transmission. Because I have
only had the car for a short period of time and I complained enough, the dealer has offered to
take the car back for the full purchase price if I buy another car from them. My question is what
has been the experience of those who had the transmission repaired? Should I take the deal or
does the car run well once repaired? The car is still at the dealer. Based on the limited activity
on this board, i would take the dealer's offer and buy another car. The recent posts on 2 year old
Freestars have not been good. Quite honestly if the new tranny went at 22k miles, the rebuilt
tranny will probably fail in a similar time frame and mileage. Thank you for the input. I owned a
ford windstar transmission failed at 50 thousand miles. I traded it in for a new ford freestar.
Transmission failed at 40 thousand miles. It is at a ford dealer waiting to see if the extended
service contract by ford will pay for repairs. Does anyone know what the failure rate is on these
transmissions. I'm not sure anyone can give you a failure rate but it seems like the trannies on
certain Ford brands Explorer, Escape, freestar are having problems. By extended service
contract, do you mean extended warranty? January My Freestar had the transmission go today
at 41, miles. How was your problem resolved? Hey there. Well, same story, different badge.
Transmission failure at 47XXX going up a hill on a three lane hiway in the rain. We didn't have
the extended warranty, so it is going to cost big bucks. After reading all the posts, we may have
to get rid of it before it happens again. I have been searching several posts trying to find
answers to my problem. We own an 05 freestar with just 60K miles. Thursday the tranny just
croaked without any advance warning. No x-tended warranty, so going to be very expensive.
Did have brake problems about 4 months after purchasing, but it seemed to be resolved. If I had
researched before purchasing we might have kept our old caravan a little longer. Seems that
Fords fix or repair daily is very true when it comes to the Freestar. You will be hard pressed to
find a compnay that will sell you a warranty on a vehicle with 79k miles on it. YOu probably
should get your power steering looked at. If you are adding fluid, something is wrong. From
what I've seen; there are alot of companies out there that will give me a warranty. I would be
very leary of third party warranty companies that would offer one on a Freefall with 79, miles.
How much longer do you plan on keeping it :confuse:. I owe more on it than what it's worth.
February What company and how much was the warranty? I missed your post when you asked
him about the warranty on the tranny. Hopefully it is after he has paid off the loan and can
unload it. Hi, Same story too! No forward or reverse and no warning signs. We bought van new
and have 43k miles and are out of warranty. Towed to Northern Ohio dealer where we purchased
vehicle. Ford needs to step-up or I am buying another brand. I'll keep you posted. In a way they
have stepped up. They have admitted total defeat in the minivan market, and no longer build the
Monterey, and Freestar production will cease soon, early That being said, I am enjoying my
company issued Freestar 4. While I can see why nobody buys these vehicles, it's a great
improvement, comfort-wise over the Asstro I was driving. Only 2, miles so far so I can't really
give it a dependability reveiw yet. Hi Update I called my salesman good friend and told him to
keep me posted regarding my Monterey transmission repair. First of all since we are good
customers and have been buying cars from them for 15 yrs. He also requested a certain
mechanic to work on our van. The mechanic discovered the splines in the tourgue converter
have failed and that he was going to replace the input shaft and inspect the entire tranny.
Service called and said the repair would be 2, I pick the van up on so we'll see. I too have a Ford

Freestar, my transmission just went out at 44k miles. Had an old friend certified mechanic look
it over and he said the tranny was gone because of internal problems. Called Ford and they said
I had to take it to Ford Dealership for diagnostic before they could investigate. Havent made the
second call to ford yet How did you handle it? I have a Ford Freestar with 53, and had trouble
with my engine shutting off while driving. When I restart the car I have trouble in Drive moving
like the transmission isn't engaging and reverse doesn't work. The check engine light would
stay on. I would drive a short distance if I could and the engine would shut off again. The first
place I took it replaced the camshaft sensor and it ran fine for two weeks. Then I had to take it to
another station. The service person had a quieried look on his face as I told him my story.
Seems water gets in the computer and the car shuts off. He felt that may be it and it was. Ford
resealed the computer yesterday and said it was working. The processor had been wet and
dried and they didn't think they needed to replace it at this time. If it happened to shut off again
they would need to replace the processor I had until 80, miles to do that or 5 years under an
original warranty so they wanted to wait and see! Next day out of the repair shop I ran a few
errands and the car shut off again and again!!! I had to have the car towed again to the dealer.
They will probably change the processor but it will take a week to get!! I'm going to ask for a
loaner tomorrow since it is under warranty. Seems to me Ford blew it bigtime with this model!
What is up with these vans? I bought my Freestar from a dealer. Only miles. It now has miles,
and without warning left me stranded on the side of the interstate yesterday. I had it towed and
lo and behold!! It's the torque converter and possibly something else, they will know when they
tear it apart. If Ford is aware that an internal problem is causing these transmissions to fail, why
aren't they doing a recall? Well, stupid question, I know why. But I gotta tell you this aggravates
me to no end. I'm not sure what I'm going to do. I'm stuck with this van because of the loan, but
from what I've read, I've got a lemon I have 85k miles and my transmission is gone in my ford
Freestar sel. I think Ford needs to do a recall on all Ford Freestar due to a transmission because
of so many customer complaints listed. The trans axal light comes on and off and the car does
not want to start going after it has stopped at a light or anytime the car is stopped. I purchased
a Ford Freestar SEL on for my wife because I felt it was the best most realiable vehicle for the
money. How wrong I was! I also, as do many other previous Loyal Ford customers, have now
experienced "Serious Transmission Problems". I am retired living on a modest income and my
wife is on disability. They did not issue a "Recall" because they probably knew the total loss
they would have due to their incompetent product. I as well as many others suffering these
problems will "Never" Purchase or own another Ford Product!. In addition to the shoddy quality
of the Tranmission on this vehicle, we experienced another problem that Ford would not honor
as well. I took this to the dlr. Instead of replacing them the dlr. It is my intention to go Nationally
with this to expose Ford for what they really are by giving our Local Talk How Host, Clark
Howard the entire details from consumers response via emails such as this,and I ask that every
person having these problems do the same in their local area. Again I ask any consumer do the
same thing to let Ford know we will not put up with Corporate America. No one is so big they
cannot be held accountable, remember Crystler Corp. September Our transmission on our 04
went out at mi. We too had problems with the brakes They must be replaced when we do have a
brake job. He said that the replacement rotors do not have the same problem. I have seen other
people say that their dealers have turned the rotors on their van and that the problem remained I
suspect that the dealers don't actually do anything to the brakes! I would trust my regular
mechanic with my life and in the 20 somethings years that he has worked on my cars he has
had plenty of opportunities to take advantage of us and has never I believe what he says about
the rotors. I bought my Ford Freestar in 04' Transmission failed at 62, miles while driving to
work. The van just "popped" into neutral and started rolling backwards. I was lucky I did not hit
anybody. I called Ford Customer Service and filed a complaint with them and was basically told
parts sometimes fail. I had to also replace the rear brake rotors like many other people. This van
was the worst investment that I have ever made and Ford does not live up to any quality
standards in my opinion. I will never buy a Ford again. Sign In or Register to comment. Ford
Freestar owners have reported 17 problems related to transmission gear slipping under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Freestar based on all problems reported for the
Freestar. When driving there is a clicking from the front end and feels like transmission
slipping. See all problems of the Ford Freestar. The contact owns a Ford Freestar. While driving
50 mph, the transmission slipped without warning. In addition, the gears would only shift after
the vehicle reached 30 mph or above. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , The VIN was
unavailable. Checked date on trans and it is October Recalls have be for that year on the
transmission. Ford should take care of this. Takata recall my transmission start slipping when

1st gear to 2nd gear. Feel like some times loosing power. My vehicle has had two automatic
transmission rebuilds before miles. The last time it went completely out and stranded me on the
street in the middle of a busy road. I had the vehicle towed and the transmission rebuilt. This
transmission is now slipping at miles and is past the warranty time and needs to be repaired.
This is a dangerous hazard as when the car is warm it won't move. This is evidently a common
defect with this product and I want to know if I can sue Ford for this obvious design defect
which has affected many Ford Freestar owners. No transmission slipping, no noise, no shaking
etc. Deceleration in traffic traveling 65 mph with no brake warning to those behind us could
have been catastrophic!!!. Transmission slips slightly and engages hard when shifting from
park to reverse and also from nuetral into drive. This problem is intermittent. Occurs mostly
when backing out of garage and then pulling forward onto street. Traveling on busy 2-lane
highway at night. Approx 50 miles an hour. Suddenly car revved up and went into neutral.
Engine running fine. Transmission would not shift into any gear. There were cars everywhere.
Dark highway. No street lights. This could have been a very serious situation. Luckily, I was able
to coast to a pull off point without any injuries. There was no warning of any kind that this was
going to happen. No warning lights, no transmission shifts or slippage, no smoke, no smell.
Since this occurred out-of-town--vehicle had to be towed over miles. Needless to say, it has
been sitting since this happened because I do not have funds to get it repaired. We were on a
highway and it just lost all acceleration. Had that done. Now, 15 months later, the transmission
is slipping!. My Ford Freestar van transmission slips, have replaced tranny fluid and filter, still
having the same problem. Eventualy going to have to replace tranny. While driving my
daughters Ford Freestar in wet conditions, its like the transmission slipped out and would no
longer engage any gears. This was quite dangerous as we were in rush hour coasting to a stop
on a busy road. Transmission failed in Ford Freestar. Vehicle has 66, miles. While driving on
interstate, transmission slipped and failed. No warning. On Monday morning I went to take it to
work and the transmission was slipping. And reverse would not work. I was able to get it back
home. But today when I tried to fine out what was wrong. The engine would just stall. And I
could not get it back home. I was able to push it back home but do not want to drive it. This
problem had no warning of anything being wrong. I have read other peoples problems that they
have had and mine is the same. My Freestar, gave no warning. The transmission slipped into
low gear and then it was done. I have approx 46, on the vehicle. Both the repair facility and the
tow truck driver informed us this was a common problem with these transmissions. And after
researching online I soon discovered they couldn't be any more right. We were travelling from
pigeon forge, TN to greensboro, nc through ashville, nc on I When we reached the vicinity of
greensboro we noticed while trying to pass a truck on a slight upgrade the transmission failed
to get power to the road. The engine would eventually "catch" and we were able to make it
another 8 miles to our destination. After sitting for several hours we started the car again and
the same problems occured engine revving but transmission would not catch. We managed to
drive the van to bob dunn Ford in greensboro where it was diagnosed as an internal
transmission failure and parts had to be ordered. On the work order it stated: transmission is
slipping. Verified complaint. Removed transmission and disassemble, found forward clutchs
burnt. Overhaul transmission. Replace clutches, seals, filter and fluid. Parts listed: 3f2zacrm
converter asy 4f1z-7aaa control asy f5dz-7aaa screen asy xtqm fluid transm 4f1zaa kit gasket
xf2z-7bCA plate asy dr 4f1z-7bCA plate 4f1z-7baa plate asy dr xf2zCA plate asy dr 4f1z-7bba
plate asy dr xf2zba driven plate xf1z-7bea driven plate xf1z-7bba driven plate xf2z-7baa driven
plate all was covered under warrenty. I would like to commend both dealerships involved in the
incident: bob dunn Ford, greensboro, nc and jack kain Ford in versailles, ky for their help in
reclaiming money on transportation due to loss of family member while car was down. Ford
should be aware of this issue but we are also going write a written complaint directly to them to
let them know our dissatisfaction with their product. Car Problems. Transmission Gear Slipping
problem of the Ford Freestar 1. Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 2.
Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 3. Transmission Gear Slipping
problem of the Ford Freestar 4. Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 5.
Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 6. Transmission Gear Slipping
problem of the Ford Freestar 7. Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 8.
Transmission Gear Slipping problem of the Ford Freestar 9. Transmission Gear Slipping
problem of the Ford Freestar Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Automatic
Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems. Automatic
Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems.
Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. Transmission Gear Slipping
problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. The rep called left a great message. Great dealer. Give him

preferred pricing NOW!!! We contacted this dealer, arranged a price based on them detailing it
and fixing a broken door handle and checked in daily waiting for it to be complete and then after
days of following up they sold it out from under us. Very friendly! Stuck around for us and
closed the deal well after hours. Honest and upfront! Tony Fuchs is a great, trustworthy,
knowledgeable salesman. And Chuck, himself was friendly and the Guatemalan coffee is
delicious! Super, non-pressure experience all together! Al at the dealership was very
professional. He sent me some extra pictures that were very helpful in my decision making
process. This was not the exact truck for me, but he made sure to ask what I was looking for
and was willing to let me know if something came in that would work for me. Great service not
found at many dealerships these days! Carlos is the man!! He answered all my questions
quickly and honestly. He made the car buying experience simple and easy. They called me and
when I said hello they hung up and never called back that is rude and I don't need to be let
down by car dealership any more they can keep their cars I will find my own thanks for nothing.
He was very professional good guy answered all my questions so I will get ahold of you after
the virus is gone thank you. I emailed them several times about a specific car and never heard
anything back until days later when it was already sold. They replied back, and I tried to contact
salesman that emailed me but did not work out. Someone call and followed up. The price was
too steep for me. However, the salesperson was very nice and not pushy like most salespeople..
Was contacted back almost right away. Even when I explained i didn't have the money 2
purchase. They still treated me with great respect. Thank you. They helped me out very well,
took a test drive in a timely manner. Also they worked with me on purchasing the pickup, since
it needed more work I had to come back. Responsive and attentive. Informed me the vehicle had
sold and about upcoming options soon to be available. Car has an engine light on when I
checked it out. I left the place immediately. Unfortunately that truck was just sold, but they are
working with me to find another good deal. Excellent dealer. Down to earth folks and Steve is a
really easy person to work with. Would recommend to anyone. The sales person was
knowledgeable and friendly. When I took the vehicle in to a mechanic before buying it. The
mechanic found a few deficiencies. I would recommend this seller. These guys were great,
fastest car buying experience ever and they were super helpful, thank you! And a great deal on
the car! Best experience I have had with any car dealership. Would drive all the way from
Kansas City just to buy another one from them. Best experience I have ever had purchasing a
vehicle. I will happily return here in the future, well worth the 2 hour drive! All good things, as
the saying goes, must come to an end, and the word in the industry is that is going to be the
last model year for the Ford Freestar. Somehow, this minivan offering never quite caught on in a
family-transportation market dominated by SUVs. It's a shame, too, because the Freestar is a
comfortable ride that incorporates some really innovative safety features. Roomy interiors, easy
handling, and a quiet cabin all draw praise from drivers and reviewers alike, but the bottom line
has spoken: the Ford Freestar will be the last. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Freestar listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
Request Information. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? Ford Freestar Cargo For Sale 1 listing. There are 2 choices for the Ford
Freestar Transmission Assembly!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year
warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year
warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are
limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject

to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common
items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball
joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year There are 2
choices Choose One Automatic Transmission 3. Transmission Assembly for Ford Freestar
Attention! Filters 3 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This
transmission unit includes a transmission case, valve body, tail shaft and housing, torque
converter automatic only , and all internal lubricated parts. This transmission has been
inspected and ready to ship. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may
arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive.
More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. This product is made of high-quality
components to meet and exceed strict quality requirements. Designed using state-of-the-art
technology and with customers in Oil Type: Mercon LV. Volume: 1. Quantity: 1 Jug. Versatile
and stable. For both automatic and manual transmissions. Since most GL-5 gear oils for
differentials are too slippery for manual Its high film strength helps to dramatically Designed
using state-of-the-art technology and with Oil Base: Synthetic. Volume: 1 Quart. Quantity: 1
Bottle. Made to provide the perfect lubricant solution for your needs Designed with innovative
manufacturing techniques. Volume: Quantity: 1 Tube. Winner of 9 Industry Awards! Flushes out
grease, dirt, sludge and metal shavings Inhibits the return of foreign deposits including rust.
Full Synthetic formula for increased performance and protection High oxidation resistance and
thermal stability. Oil Base: Full Synthetic. Oil Type: Type F. Specifically for drag racing, this is
the most viscous ATF that they make With eight different combinations of viscosity,
slipperiness, and OE-recommended additives packages, Red Line offers the widest selection of
ATF available Red Line offers the widest selection of fully-synthetic ATF on the market today.
Volume: 1 Liter. Quantity: Case of This product is made of high-quality components Amalie
Universal Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is a full synthetic automatic transmission
fluid and is now reformulated with even more universal applications in Super F is great for any
non-electric transmission. Super F can also be used in high performance street applications,
and is excellent for towing use. It can be mixed with petroleum-based ATF without harm, but
obviously the higher the percentage of Super F in the mix, the better the performance and
reliability will be. Volume: 20 Liters. Quantity: 1 Can. Specifically developed for use in various
dual-clutch transmissions DCT transmissions and manual gearboxes. Usage according to the
For latest generation CVT transmissions with steel thrust belt or traction chain. Proven and
tested in Mercedes-Benz Multi Vehicle. Lucas Synthetic Multi-Vehicle CVT Fluid is a premium,
full synthetic transmission fluid specifically designed for use in passenger cars with With eight
different combinations of viscosity, slipperiness, and Quantity: 12 Bottles. Champion Universal
Automatic Transmission Fluid is a cost-effective solution for planetary automatic transmissions
in Viscosity: 10W This product is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed strict
quality The new Amalie Amalie Ford Type F Fluid is an excellent, durable and economical
product that may be used wherever a M2CF fluid is recommended or required. This fluid meets
Allison C Oil Type: Dexron VI. Valvoline's CVT fluid is designed for today's technologically
advanced variable transmissions. It is formulated with full-synthetic, Oil Type: ATF Designed
using Circle Track. Street Performance. Designed with heavy-duty and performance
applications in mind, Volume: 10 oz. Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent performance
Right for your vehicle and lifestyle. Volume: 11 fl. Gently revitalizes hardened seals and o-rings
to stop leaks in automatic transmissions and power steering units. Compatible with all varieties
of power VOC-compliant in all 50 states Perfect blend of leading innovations and superior
workmanship. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind Provides
the utmost track protection in wet- and dry-style dual clutch transmissions. High quality at an

affordable price Expertly made from premium materials. Volume: 1 Gallon. Oil Base:
Conventional. This product is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed Oil Base:
Mineral. Specially formulated multi-viscosity fluid with performance proven additive
enhancement system for Brinn racing transmissions for increased clutch life, anti-wear
protection, and corrosion Volume: 18 oz. Most Coan High Performance. Performance racing
synthetic transmission fluid uses a proprietary blend of add itives to Built using the most
technologically advanced equipment Made from highly durable materials to last for a long time.
Volume: 8 oz. Eliminates torque converter shudders, clutch pack chatters and shudders Frees
stuck valves and keeps them free. Volume: 1 qt. Street Legal Multi-Purpose Automotive
Transmission Fluid is a premium lubricant designed an recommended for use in automatic
Superior anti-wear properties protect critical transmission components Balanced frictional
properties for smooth shifting. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with
stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high Improve the
ability of the oil to cling to metal components by improving viscosity through the use of select
base oils with polar characteristics Add a balance of multiple anti-wear chemistries beyond
ZDDP into the oil that adhere to metal surfaces to create a protection layer. Next Prev 1 2 Next.
Related Searches. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by
mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure.
The transmission is one of the most critical drivetrain components that converts the power
generated by the engine into torque and transfers this torque to the drive wheels through
driveshafts and axles, allowing the vehicle to move. Thread: 10 mm x 1. Created by
professionals to meet your requirements Fabricated on state-of-the-art equipment. This product
is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed strict quality requirements. Designed
using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in Oil Type: Mercon LV. Volume: 1.
Quantity: 1 Jug. Standard Duty. OD: Teeth Quantity: Designed utilizing the latest technology,
this product by Pioneer Automotive features premium quality and will Made to deliver reliable
service for a long time Rugged construction to withstand harsh conditions. Versatile and stable.
For both automatic and manual transmissions. Since most GL-5 gear oils for differentials are
too slippery for manual Ford Freestar 4. Without Bypass. All products are engineered and OE
quality parts from top original equipment and aftermarket manufacturers The finest quality at a
great price. Its high film strength helps to dramatically Includes: Oil Cooler, Mounting Hardware.
All products are engineered and tested to Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features premium quality and will
Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle.
Volume: Quantity: 1 Tube. Winner of 9 Industry Awards! Flushes out grease, dirt, sludge and
metal shavings Inhibits the return of foreign deposits including rust. Oil Base: Synthetic.
Volume: 1 Quart. Quantity: 1 Bottle. Made to provide the perfect lubricant solution for your
needs Designed with innovative manufacturing techniques. Full Synthetic formula for increased
performance and protection High oxidation resistance and thermal stability. Oil Base: Full
Synthetic. Oil Type: Type F. Specifically for drag racing, this is the most viscous ATF that they
make With eight different combinations of viscosity, slipperiness, and OE-recommended
additives packages, Red Line offers the widest selection of ATF available Red Line offers the
widest selection of fully-synthetic ATF on the market today. Amalie Universal Synthetic
Automatic Transmission Fluid is a full synthetic automatic transmission fluid and is now
reformulated with even more universal applications in Super F is great for any non-electric
transmission. Super F can also be used in high performance street applications, and is
excellent for towing use. It can be mixed with petroleum-based ATF without harm, but obviously
the higher the percentage of Super F in the mix, the better the performance and reliability will
be. Volume: 1 Liter. Quantity: Case of This product is made of high-quality components Made of
premium quality materials, it will Heavy gauge materials provide superior pan durability and
resistance to warping High-Temp powder coating resists corrosion and ensures a long lasting
replacement on originally painted steel pans. Oil Type: ATF Designed using With eight different
combinations of viscosity, slipperiness, and Circle Track. Street Performance. Designed with
heavy-duty and performance applications in mind, Valvoline's CVT fluid is designed for today's
technologically advanced variable transmissions. It is formulated with full-synthetic, Volume: 10
oz. Multi Vehicle. Lucas Synthetic Multi-Vehicle CVT Fluid is a premium, full synthetic
transmission fluid specifically designed for use in passenger cars with Volume: 18 oz. Most
Coan The new Amalie Amalie Ford Type F Fluid is an excellent, durable and economical product
that may be used wherever a M2CF fluid is recommended or required. This fluid meets Allison C
High quality at an affordable price Expertly made from premium materials. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind Volume: 1 Gallon. Performance racing
synthetic transmission fluid uses a proprietary blend of add itives to Built using the most

technologically advanced equipment Made from highly durable materials to last for a long time.
Volume: 20 Liters. Quantity: 1 Can. Specifically developed for use in various dual-clutch
transmissions DCT transmissions an
2003 chevy silverado manual
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4l60e neutral safety switch bypass
d manual gearboxes. Usage according to the For latest generation CVT transmissions with
steel thrust belt or traction chain. Proven and tested in Mercedes-Benz Viscosity: 10W This
product is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed strict quality Oil Base:
Conventional. This product is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed Oil Base:
Mineral. Quantity: 12 Bottles. Volume: 11 fl. Gently revitalizes hardened seals and o-rings to
stop leaks in automatic transmissions and power steering units. Compatible with all varieties of
power VOC-compliant in all 50 states Perfect blend of leading innovations and superior
workmanship. Specially formulated multi-viscosity fluid with performance proven additive
enhancement system for Brinn racing transmissions for increased clutch life, anti-wear
protection, and corrosion Oil Type: Dexron VI. Champion Universal Automatic Transmission
Fluid is a cost-effective solution for planetary automatic transmissions in Next Popular
Searches.

